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Day True Interiors
Designer: Hayley Robson

Having worked with the client before, Day True were brought  
in to renovate an entire house when the family of four moved  
to a new home. “The client wanted a touch of glamour,” says 
Robson. “She is very stylish and we have a similar taste, so  
it was fun and easy to work with her and her husband.”

In the master ensuite, the client requested a freestanding bath 
with separate shower plus plenty of storage. The architect had only 
left space for a small bathroom, which did not allow for all the 
client’s requirements, but by moving walls Day True were able  
to expand the space to include a dressing table-style vanity unit  
and glass-fronted wardrobes. These, together with the addition  
of open shelving, resulted in an individual and relaxing space.

“It was important not to allow the bathroom to feel clinical, so  
the choice of material was key,” Robson says. She added a floor- 
to-ceiling curtain as a backdrop to the bath and screening to the 
window. The use of fumed glass for both the wardrobe doors and 
shower screen softened the look, while continuing the wooden floor 
from the bedroom to the bathroom and then raising the level of  
the wet area created a more interesting architectural space.

Residence
Designer: Stephen Dick

The client, a young professional in South 
Kensington, had recently purchased this 
apartment and requested a smart, luxurious 
bathroom with lots of storage and display space. 
He liked the colour blue.

As a separate walk-in shower and whirlpool bath 
were a priority, Dick faced a challenging room size 
and drainage constraints. He arranged a custom-
made basin unit in Corian and steel opposite the 
door and placed the shower in front of the bath 
with a minimal glass screen.

For storage, a custom mirror-fronted cabinet 
with vanity lighting as well as demisters and 
shaver sockets inside was fitted over the basin. 
Fitted oak shelving to the right of the basin 
introduces a softer material and keeps towels, 
toiletries and accessories in easy reach.

Brick tiles in Carrara marble and Murano glass 
were used throughout. The classic marble as a  
nod to the period property while the blue glass 
providing a hit of the client’s favourite colour.
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